Student Guide to Classroom Leadership through the eyes of the 7 Habits
Habit

1- Be Proactive

Examples of what that means
- I need to know and understand there are expectations I must follow
- I will ask questions to clarify what the expectations mean if I don’t
understand
- I will review the expectations regularly
- I will be a role model by using the expectations and encouraging my
friends to do the same
- I know my teachers will support me in proactively solving problems and
finding mutually agreeable solutions, if expectations are not being met

2- Begin With the
End In Mind

- At OJCS each person is responsible for the other - North star alert
- I want to go to a school that has clear and consistent expectations
- I want to know what the expectations are and what the goals of my
classroom are
-I want everyone to get along and feel welcomed in my class
-I want to feel respected and appreciated in my class

3- First Things
First

- I will model what positive leadership looks like
- I will try my best
- I will listen to feedback
- I will apologize and learn from my mistakes
- I will collaborate with my teachers on proactively solving problems so
that I can learn new skills
- I will keep an open and positive mindset

4- Think Win Win

- I know that teachers want students to be leaders, and students want
control and ownership over their actions
- I know everyone wants to work in a classroom that is calm, respectful,
encouraging and friendly
- If I see win-win is not happening in my classroom I will try and remind
others what it looks like (we learn better together - North star alert)
- I know win-win means I need to problem solve conflicts collaboratively
so everyone feels listened to and valued - I can ask a teacher for help if I
need it

5- Seek First to
Understand

- It’s important to listen to all sides. When I’m frustrated or upset, I will
listen to other people’s points of view
- I will ask questions when I don’t understand what is happening

- I will try and understand which expectation was broken and why, and
think about and practice how I can choose differently next time (we own
my own learning - we own our own story - North Star alert)

6- Synergize

-Being a positive leader in my class means I need to work well with
others. I need to synergize.
- When solving a conflict, I will remind myself that it’s better to try and find
common ground and work together to come up with a solution (there is a
floor but no ceiling - North Star alert)
-I know teachers can help me synergize with others when it’s tricky for
me

7- Sharpen the
Saw

-I know that to be a positive leader in my classroom then I need to sleep
well, eat well, exercise, and do activities and hobbies that I love
- I need to be mindful and keep a positive and open mindset
- I will demonstrate having fun and positive spirit throughout my day
(Ruach - North start alert)

